
// Case Study

Huli is a revolutionary application 
offering adventurers a novel way 
of finding new routes to meet 
their personal preferences.



The main benefit of the UKSA 
business sprint to our 
company was the opportunity 
to task the sprint team to 
conduct an in-depth study of 
our potential markets and 
competitors. Due to the 
fast-paced environment of a 
start-up, it is not always 
possible to stop and think 
about the long term so this 
was a real benefit. The insights 
provided by the sprint output 
have helped us consolidate our 
business plan as we get ready 
to seek external investment.
 

Steve Owens, 
Co-founder at Huli 

For more information about Huli. 
Please contact:

   @hulininja
info@catapult.org.uk
01235 567999

ABOUT THE COMPANY

Huli is a revolutionary application offering adventurers a novel way of finding new routes to meet their 
personal preferences. The two co-founders are passionate mountain bikers who started work on this 
business after having experienced first-hand the time-consuming nature of trawling maps, blogs and 
websites looking for new epic routes to match their criteria, without knowing the current track 
conditions and if the route was even suitable for a bike. To solve this, Huli was developed. It uses rider 
preferences such as start/end point, distance, difficulty and elevation gain to offer mountain 
biking/road cycling/running/hiking route recommendations matching these demands. The app exploits 

IMPACT

•    £130,000 funding from the European Space Agency ARTES programme agreed in principle to move to demonstration   
     phase.

•    Awarded InnovateUK Emerging and Enabling Grant.

The Catapult has engaged with Huli thanks to the links made via Scottish Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications. At that 
stage the startup had received initial validation for the market’s demand for their solution and for its technical feasibility and 
novelty. Nonetheless, the addressed market is a highly competitive and quite dynamic environment so it was important to 
benchmark Huli’s service to what is already available to consumers and on that basis define the most suitable customer 
groups to target, as well as define the overall commercial strategy. While focusing on the development of the proof-of-concept, 
the Huli team had limited capacity at the time to properly analyse their potential market and the competitive landscape. 

The Catapult formulated a business design sprint focused on working with Huli to better understand the market landscape, 
the innovation occurring in term of business models and to formulate a better-informed plan of attack as well as providing 
connections with potential partners. 

RATIONALE FOR SELECTION

SPRINT FOCUS AND OUTCOME

map, terrain, Earth Observation (SAR and optical from Sentinel-1 and -2) and GPS/Galileo data, and uses novel algorithms to 
identify appropriate routes. The satellite data then provides up-to-date trail conditions. The potential number of users is 
estimated between 10 – 50 million worldwide.

Huli was awarded the University Challenge at the Copernicus Masters Awards in 2017 and won a European Space Agency 
Kick-start grant in January 2018 (£60k) to develop a proof-of-concept. 

•    Product and technical review
     •   Tech capabilities, team and partners

•    Business model
     •   Service model
     •   Main revenue streams 
     •   Costs and business/technical feasibility 

•    Growth opportunities and funding

•    PLAN OF ATTACK: 
     •   Current customer development plan 
     •   Current product development plan
     •   Next steps

•    Market and demand assessment
     •   Targeted customer groups
     •   Market sizing
     •   Competitive landscape and USPs
     •   Demand validation 


